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INTRODUCTION

Intumescent paint under normal conditions is a relatively thin coating which

has the same protective function as any other paint. On being heated·by fire,

it will, .by reason of a foaming agent included in its formulation expand to form

a thick .insulating coating which will protect the material to which it is applied.

'rhe thicker the final foamed layer·.the longer the period of fire protection

which will be obtained. When the surface to be protected is horizontal more .than

one coat of paint is an advantage but when the surface is vertical the thiCkness

of the paint must be limited since in its early stages the intumescent layer

is fluid and excessive thickness will fall away from the surface it is designed

to protect.

The use of a honeycomb1 ,2,3 matrix to carry the intumescent paint overcomes

this diffic~ty. and provides a protective layer to which there is no thickness

limitation.

Practical applications

The principle of the honeycomb matrix used to support a thick layer of

intumescent paint has several possible applications4, for instance, to light-

weight fire resisting partitions or door constructions, to a.fire damper

construction for ventilation ducting, to suspended ceilings or to preformed

protective casings for structural steelwork.

Experiments have now been carried out on the first two of the above·

applications and design data. are available.

Lightweight Partitions

Lightweight partitions and doors constructed by cementing a facing

material such as hardboard or thin plywood onto each side of a paper honeycomb.

core are already in fairly common use but when constructed in this relatively

simple way they will have very little, if any, resistance to fire.



However if "the internal core material, usually a paper honeycomb, is coated

with intumescent paint before the facing sheets are cemented into place the

partition structure will, according to the tests on small specimens described

below achieve a fire resistance which will depen~ only on the dimensions and

paint application to the core.

The dimensions of the honeycomb cell and the weight of intumescent paint

application to the cell walls are of course related since the primary requirement

is that the intumesced paint should completely fill the honeycomb cell and

obviously the larger the honeycomb cell the ,heavier ,the application of paint

needs to be. On this basis however, the total paint weight per unit area of

partition will be the same and independent of cell size and depend onLy on"

honeycomb' thickness 'and increasing the honeycomb thickness, will increase the

fire r,esistance of' the par-td t i on , ' .. ,

"In' the' constructions used in the testCdescribed below a 'honeycomb cell 'size

"of,,25 mm .was .usad in -a'lL the specimens. Hardboard 4' mm thick was 'used as the'

facing panel and 'an Lntumeacent-pednt itself was used as the adhesa.ve to cement

the facing 'panels 'to the honeycomb core.' :Hence the internal faces' of these"were

'coated'with intUmescent ,paint as well as the surfaces of the honeycomb core.

Four, thicknesses' 'of honeycomb were used, 13 mm,25 mm, 38 mm and 51 mm, and' in

addition the thickness of paint application was 'also varied.'

The intumescent paint used was one of those commercially available;

'Tests have'been carried out in a gas fired furnace~in which the B.S. 476

standard time-temperature curve for fire resistance tests can be followed. ','

The maximum sized specimen used was 1 m x 1 m but for most of the tests'

smaller specimens of 0.23 m x 0.23 m were used.

,The British Standard Fire Resistance test, B.S. 476 :Pai-t 8 requires

that the element of structure being tested (a)' shallIiot collapse, (b)' shall'

not develop cracks, fissures or other 'orifices through'which flames can Pass

and'(c) the average' temperature 'on ,the unexposed face shall not 'increase by
more than 139 degrees centigrade above the initial temperature nor' shall" the

temperature at any point of ' the unexposed face increa~e by more than 180 degrees

centigrade nor reach a value of 221?C whichever'is' the lesser value.

For the case of partitions the above three criteria are applied in assessing

the test results but in the case of doors 'the ,last requirement, that fOT

insulation is not required.

The results of the tests carried out 'are shown in Figures 1 and 2.' Figure 1

relates to partitions in which-the insulation'requirement would apply and Figure 2

relates to doors. In both the weight of paint application per unit area of

- 2 -
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partition or door is related to the Fire Rasd.stance s. ,It ,should be noted

however that these results relate to tests on small'specimens arid need to

be confirmed for large elements before the results can be taken as applying

to a standard Fire Resistance Test for a full size component.

The design 'lines given in Figures 1 and 2 can also be stated as follows:

For Partitions

For Doors

T = (12W + 9) =

T (16W + 12) = 4(4W + 3)

where T is the Fire Resistance in minutes

and W is the paint weight in kg per sq metre

The general arrangements used in the tests described are shown in Plate 1

in which four small specimens are in position in the furnace awaiting the start

of the test.

In plate, 2 the same sections are shown at the end of the test, the photo

graph being taken from the furnace side of the specimen.

In plate 3 a larger specimen is shown, a door section 0.9 m square;

(a) is the ae ctd on before test and (b) and (c) are after test from the furnace

side and unexposed side respectively.

Fire dampers in ventilation ducts

The intumescent coated honeycomb has also an application as a fire damper

in a ventilation duct, and in this it has the merit that it is cheap, has,no

moving parts, can be resistant to corrosive vapours and can easily be replaced.

The construction used for this application, which is shown in Fig.3, allows

a section of coated honeycomb to be easily slipped into position in a ventilation

duct.

In the normal, 'no-fire' state the honeycomb will present ,a very small

obstruction in the duct thus allowing the ventilating air to flow unimpeded but

immediately a fire occurs and the hot gases flow into the ,ventilating duct the

intumescent paint will swell and fill the cores of the honeycomb and form a

complete seal across the duct, so preventing the fire from spreading about the

building by means of the ducting.

In its normal state, with a honeycomb cell size of 9 mm and an assumed paint

thickness of 0.2 mm the honeycomb structure will occupy only 1/10 of the total

duct area and with a larger cell size the blanked off area will be correspondingly

less.

- 3 -



Tests have been carried out on a series of damper .assemblies.using. the. . . ., ... - - .-

construction shown in Fig.3 and the tesFng furnace already described •. ,.Plate 4

shows ~he hone!co~b sectipn being slipped. into its hplder jmme~iat~+y·prior.to

test and Plates 5 and 6 "!l)ow the tl'fo honeycomb dampe;rs. before and after a 1.hour

test.viewed from the furnace side of the ducting. Plate 7 shows. the same dampers. " -'.

seen from the unexposed side at the end of the same test, i.e. af.ter·,1 hour'

exposure in a furnace fo~lowing. the standard time/temperature curve.

The results of this series of tests is shown in the graph of Figure 4.

In all of the tests shown here the honeycomb cell size was 9 mm, the· honeycomb

thickness was 38 mm and the relation between the weight of paint application and

the period of fire resistance obtained is shown. Two types of commercially,

available paint were used:

The relation showri in the graph can also be expressed as:-
,- ,,-

where T is the fire resistance

and W is the· weight of paint· application

Tests were also carried· out in the same

" .. T =12.5 W
.,

in kg per square metre'of damper area.

furnace and' with the same mounting

arrangement .but with an' air extract· suction applied to the "damper;'

In these ·tests· the honeycomb damper successfUlly'sealed the Quct 'against a

negative pressure of 2.5 mm water gauge and the application of' this"pressure

did not affect the fire performance in any way.

In later tests the honeycomb damper was' subject to a 'real· fire situation.

Three outlet grilles, each 0.23 m square were' placed at a height of 1.5 m'along

one 'wall of a small fire chamber (5 m x 3.5 m x·3 m'high)~

One grille'was left completely open, another had a honeycomb' damper placed

at its opening and ,the third had a honeycomb damper and' an 'afrextractsystem

coupled to it. The paint weights used on the honeycombs in this test was' that

whi'ch would' give 45' minufes fire resistance.

A ,fire was initiated in the room'using 65 kg of wood fuel arranged in the

-f'orrn of a crib L8'm long, 0.6 m Wide and '0~6 IIi high and placed' at the end of

the rOom· adjacent to the ventilation grilles.

The fire developed quickly'because of the' small stick size u'sed'in 'the

crib and both of the grilles fitted with the honeycomb dampers were' completely

'sealed 1 minute after startirig the fire and no'smoke or flames were passed

by them for the whole of the duration of the fire, which was approximately'

'20 minutes. In·contrast a very'considerable-quantity of smoke and'some' flaine

emerged from the grille which had no damper fitted for the whole of the fire'

duration.

- 4 -



= 12W +

= 16W +

= 12.5

Conclusions

(1) Paper Honeycomb structures coated with intumescent paint can achieve a

Fire Resistance of up to one hour in the three applications described.

(2) The required Fire Resistance (T) can be related to the weight of paint

application (W) as follows:

(a) For partitions T 9

(b) For doors T 12

(c) For dampers T W

where T is expressed in minutes and W in kg/m2

The use of these formulae should not however be applied outside the range of

the experimental points shown on Figs 1, 2 and 4.

(3) The saving in overall weight for this type of construction over' that for

traditional partitioning is very considerable and is illustrated in Fig.5,

which shows that a partition constructed of the intumescent coated honeycomb

will be only t of the weight of a traditional construction giving the same

fire resistance.
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GENERAL VIEW OF TEST FURNACE SHOWING PARTITION
SPECIMENS READY FOR TEST

PLATE 1
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(a) Furnace side before test

TEST OF PARTITION SPECIMENS

PLATE 2 (a)



(b) Furnace side after test

(c) Unexposed side after test

TEST'OF PARTITION SPECIMENS

PLATE 2 (b) & (c)



DOOR SECTION BEFORE TEST

PLATE 3 (a)



(b) Furnace side

(c) Unexposed side

DOOR SECTION AFTER TEST

PLA TE 3 (b) & (c)



HONEYC OM B BEING PLAC ED IN POSITION IN
Due T IN PRE PARA TION FOR TEST

PLATE 4
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HONEYCOMB DAMPERS SEEN FROM
FURNACE SIDE BEFORE TEST

PLATE 5
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DAMPERS OF PL...l\ TE 5 AFTER TEST
SEEN FROM FURNACE SIDE

PLATE 6
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HONEYCOMB DAMPERS SEEN FROM
FURNACE SIDE BEFORE TEST

PLATE 5

DAMPERS OF PLATE 5 AFTER TEST
SEEN FROM FURNACE SIDE

PLATE 6
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(a) Before test
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(a) After test

DAMPERS SEEN FROM UNEXPOSED SIDE

PLATE 7








